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Subject: Letter of Recommendation
Dan Mulroy and the crew from Tech Ambassadors are outstanding. We
enthusiastically recommend them.
We needed a whole house audio/video system for a home we re-built in
2012. Given the horrible audio/video experience we had five years prior with
another company, we were hesitant to move forward. Dan was the perfect
remedy. He spent hours talking with us about our specific needs, offering
several options for how we could stay within budget yet have a system we
love. His level of knowledge about all things electronic is unsurpassed. We
interviewed three or four other companies before selecting Tech
Ambassadors.
Finding space for speakers in our kitchen ceiling that was dotted with LED
cans, skylights and HVAC vents was a challenge; Dan suggested invisible
speakers. We were skeptical but decided to give them a try given Dan's keen
instincts.
As the owner/builder contractor, I had the pleasure of observing the
installation. As promised, they function beautifully and are seamlessly
hidden in the drywall ceiling. A designer and homeowner’s dream.
From the contractor's perspective, Tech Ambassadors were one of the best
subs I worked with. They arrived on schedule, completed what was expected,
got along well with other subs and clearly enjoyed the work they were
doing. They were a pleasure to have around.
What sets Dan, Mike and Shelby apart from others is their customer
service. Their goal was to install a fabulous system in our house and then
provide the customer service required for us to enjoy it. We text or email them
regularly with questions; they get back to us immediately.
Thank you Dan, Mike and Shelby for the great work. It's a pleasure working
with you.
These are some of the main components Tech Ambassadors used in the design
of our system. We're enjoying all of them; particularly given they returned
items that we changed our mind about or weren’t working properly.
Crestron Automation System for controlling Audio and TV functions and
Doorbell
Video Matrix Switch - able to access same sources in all rooms.
RTI handheld remotes
Stealth Acoustics invisible speakers

